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I believe there are three more 

major wars facing Israel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Since its birth as a nation in 1948, 
Israel has experienced three major 
wars. We believe that the prophetic 
scriptures indicate there will yet be 
three more major wars prior to the 
return of Israel’s Messiah. 

In 1948, God began to work with Israel 
again. Paul said, in Romans 11, that 
blindness has come upon Israel during 
the time she has been set aside and 
that one day that blindness would be 
lifted and Israel would be redeemed. 
That day of redemption will not come 
until the end of the tribulation period, 
see Zechariah 12:10, 13:1, 13:9. 

In the three major wars of the last 62 
years, God has been working to bring 
Israel to the point of redemption which 
has been foretold. Let me expand on 
this.  

� In the 1948 war of independenceIn the 1948 war of independenceIn the 1948 war of independenceIn the 1948 war of independence, 
Israel fought a war that she could 
never hope to win. A ragtag band of 
farmers and patriots with almost 
no weapons came up against five 
well equipped modern Arab 
armies. The war lasted six 
months; Israel trounced the 
Arabs and drove them out of Israel.  
God miraculously intervened to give 
Israel an amazing victory. At that 
point, in effect, God said to Israel, 
trust me and obey me and I will 
protect you and bless you. 

� In the war of 1967In the war of 1967In the war of 1967In the war of 1967, the same 
scenario was repeated. For 19 years 
Russia rearmed the Arabs with the 
finest military weapons. They 
planned a war to utterly destroy 
Israel. It would be 200 million Arabs 
against 2 million Jews. The attack 
came from the combined armies of 
Egypt, Iraq, Syria, Kuwait, Algeria, 
and Lebanon. This was another war 
that Israel could never hope to win. 
The tiny little nation of Israel 
responded and within 6 days drove 
out their enemies and conquered the 
Sinai, the Golan Heights, the West 
Bank (Judea & Samaria), East 
Jerusalem and the Temple Mount. In 
this astounding, miraculous victory, 
God gave into Israel’s possession all 

of the land that David had ruled over 
and the land He had promised to 
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.   

Zechariah 12:6 was fulfilled; “In that 
day I will make the governors of 
Judah like an hearth of fire among 
the wood , and like a torch of fire in 
a sheaf; and they shall devour all the 
people round about, on the right 
hand and the left: and Jerusalem 
shall be inhabited again in her own 
place, even in Jerusalem.” Jerusalem 
was restored to the Israeli’s in that 
war, a fulfilment this prophecy. 
Again God was saying to Israel, in 
effect, obey me and trust me and I 
will protect you and bless you. Sadly, 
Israel has not yet learned that 
lesson. 

� In the 1973 Yom Kippur warIn the 1973 Yom Kippur warIn the 1973 Yom Kippur warIn the 1973 Yom Kippur war, a large 
majority of the Jewish army was on 
leave on this High Holy Day. The 
Arabs launched their greatest 
assault on Israel; 1000 plains, 4000 
tanks, 800,000 troupes. They 
penetrated deep into Israel before 
Israel could mobilize! Again Israel 
should have been annihilated! 
Within two weeks the bulk of the 
Arab armies were destroyed. Israel 
was poised to take Cairo and 
Damascus, which they voluntarily 
declined to do! Once again the Lord 
had intervened, and He, in effect, 

said to Israel again, “Trust me and 
obey me and I will protect you and 
bless you.” 

Alas, again Israel did not respond to 
God in faith and obedience, but God 
continues to work on His people with 
patience and longsuffering.  

I believe there are three more major 
wars facing Israel. In my opinion the 
first of these wars will take place prior 
to the Tribulation Period. I believe the 
second of these wars, the war of 
Ezekiel 38-39, will take place early in 
the tribulation period. The last war, the 
battle of Armageddon, will take place 
at the close of the Tribulation Period. 
Space here does not permit an 
exposition of my reasons for this 
timing. 

These are three separate wars, clearly 
differentiated in scripture. For clarity of 
thought we will designate these wars 
as:        
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EXCEPT YE REPENT 
 

There are many compelling 
lessons to be drawn from the 
Scriptures and one of the 
clearest is that sinful and 
rebellious people can never 
be forced into repentance. 
The same act that may cause 
one person to repent and 
believe will cause others to 
hate and despise God! The 
same Bible sermon that brings 
the person to tearful 
submission at an altar of 
prayer will send others out with 
pride and a resolve to have 
their own human way. 
Students of the Scriptures are 
aware that the Old Testament 
prophets and the writing 
apostles of New Testament 
times foresaw and proclaimed 
God's coming Day of 
Judgment -- the consummate 
settling of accounts between 
the Sovereign God and his 
rebellious and sinful creation. 
How desperately we would like 
to believe that in the face of 
coming judgment, all lost men 
and women will cry out to 
God, but such will not be the 
case: "The rest of mankind that 
were not killed by these 
plagues still did not repent" 
(Revelation 9:20).   

A.W. Tozer (1897-1963) 

  

IIssrraaeell’’ss  
EEnndd  TTiimmee  
WWaarrss  
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Today the preparations 

are well under way for 

this next war 

I. The war of Psalm 83 

II. The war of Ezekiel 38-39  

III. The battle of Armageddon.  

The war of Psalm 83 is also referred to 
in Isaiah 17 and Ezekiel 35-36. As you 
read these texts, keep in mind that the 
prophet switches back and forth at 
times between the near fulfillment and 
the far or future fulfillment, usually 
without warning. A classic example of 
this is found in Isaiah 9:6 where we 
have the two comings of Christ in one 
verse without any explanation. 

We see the distinction between these 
wars.  

I. The war of Psalm 83The war of Psalm 83The war of Psalm 83The war of Psalm 83 occurs against 
a backdrop of persecution by the 
Edomites as they seek to strip Israel 
of her land. (See Ezekiel 36:2,5 – 
Psalm 83:2-5)  A study by Jimmy De 
Young shows the Palestinians to be 
the descendants of the Edomites. 
That is the present scenario, which 
is the preparation for this war. 

II. The war of Ezekiel 38The war of Ezekiel 38The war of Ezekiel 38The war of Ezekiel 38----39393939 takes 
place as Israel is at peace, a 
contrast with Psalm 83. The war of 
Armageddon takes place in a period 
of great turmoil when Israel is being 
decimated by Antichrist. 

The combatants in these wars are 
clearly distinct. In Psalm 83 the 
opponents of Israel are those that 
are within and immediately around 
her borders. They are designated in 
Psalm 83:6-8; the Arabs 
(Ishmaelites), the Palestinians 
(Edomites), Hamas (on the 
territories of the Philistines), Jordan 
(Ammon), Hezbollah (Lebanon-Tyre), 
Syria (Assur).  

In the war of Ezekiel 38-39 the 
combatants are also named. They 
are on a wider perimeter, Russia, 
Turkey, Iran (Persia), Ethiopia, and 
Libya. Notice, the contestants in the 
first war are not mentioned here. 
Syria also is not mentioned, she is 
said to be destroyed in the first war, 
(Isaiah 17:1, 14), that would also 
indicate the timing of these two 
wars.  

III.The Battle of Armageddon The Battle of Armageddon The Battle of Armageddon The Battle of Armageddon involves 
the armies of the whole world, Joel 
3:2.  

We conclude therefore, that the first of 
these wars which are yet to come, will 
take place prior to the Peace Treaty 
and the coming of Antichrist. Whether 
it takes place before or after the 
rapture we cannot know. 

The scenario around this first war is 
unique in all of history and it 
corresponds to what is happening right 
now in Palestine. The Palestinians are 
claiming the Temple mount, a claim 
which is unique to our present day. 
Ezekiel 36:2, “...the enemy hath said 

against you, Aha, even the ancient high 
place (Temple Mount) are ours in 
possession:” That is exactly what the 
Palestinians are claiming today, such a 
claim has never been made before. For 
some time the Palestinians have been 
stripping everything thing from the 
Temple Mount that would indicate a 
Jewish presence.  

We read in Ezekiel 36:5, “...Idumea, 
which have appointed my land into 
their possession with the joy of all their 
heart, with despiteful minds, to cast it 
out for a prey.” Today the Palestinians 
will send their sons and daughters to 
blow themselves to bits in order to kill a 
Jew, then they will dance in the streets. 
That is the ultimate spiteful mind. This 
is not a factor in the other two wars; it 
is unique to this war.  

Hezbollah has 50-60,000 missiles and 
rockets of all types and ranges. Some 
of these missiles have payloads of up 
to one ton. Some of these are capable 
of carrying chemical and biological 
warheads. They can reach all of Israel. 
We also know that Syria has been 
seeking to obtain nuclear weapons 
from North Korea.  

Retired US General Paul Vallely has 
been following the Mid-East situation 
closely. He has stated recently that 
there will be a war this summer! He 
warns of an imminent chemical attack 
against Israel. The Israeli army has 
begun to issue gas masks to the 
general population.  

General Vallely says that Iran is 
planning some kind of a pre-emptive 
strike against Israel.  The purpose, he 
says, is to destroy the Israeli airstrips 
and keep the Israeli Air force on the 
ground. The first goal is to prevent a 
strike against Iran’s nuclear 
installations; the second goal is to keep 
the IAF out of the war with Hezbollah 
and Syria. 

The whole scenario has greatly 
changed, says Vallely, formerly the 
missiles and rockets were merely a 
nuisance. Now they are a potential for 
major destruction. This war will be a 
regional war with multi fronts. There 
will be Gaza on the south with Hamas, 
Syria on the east, Hezbollah on the 
north from Lebanon, the Palestinians 
from within and missiles possibly from 
Iran. 

On the Israeli side they will need to 
target Iran’s nuclear installations and 
also Iran’s command and control 
centers. General Vallely says that Iran is 

not bluffing. They will not hesitate to 
use whatever means they have to 
defeat Israel. He goes on to say, “This 
war will change the world”, it will have 
far reaching consequences on the 
whole geo-political scene. He adds, 
especially if chemical or nuclear 
weapons are used!  

The story broke some time ago that 
Israel had destroyed in Syria, a nuclear 
bomb or materials to build a bomb. 
Another story claimed that 28 Syrians 
and Iranians were killed in an explosion 
while loading Nerve gas into a scud 
missile. General Vallely reported that 
an Iranian sub recently docked in Beirut 
and those seen off loading it wore gas 
masks and protective suits. He claims 
that this is a cargo of chemical 
weapons to be transferred to Hezbollah 
for scud missiles. 

Israel has what is known as the 
‘Samson Option’, which means that if 
the Israeli’s discover that her enemies 
are about to attack her with weapons 
of mass destruction, Israel will pre-
emptively use her nuclear weapons to 
destroy her enemies. Recently Israel 
has sent several warnings to Syria, “If 
you use chemical weapons on us, we 
will wipe you off the map”. 

In relationship to that we read in Isaiah 
17:1, (which is in conjunction to the 
imminent war of Psalm 83) “The 
burden of Damascus. Behold, 
Damascus is taken away from being a 
city, and it shall be a ruinous heap.” 
Damascus is the oldest city on earth 
and though it has been conquered 
many times it has never been 
permanently destroyed. Verse 14, “And 
behold at evening-tide trouble; and 
before morning he is not. This is the 
portion of those that spoil us, and the 
lot of them that rob us.” Could this be 
the nuclear destruction of Damascus at 
the conclusion of the next major war in 
the Mideast? We also see the distress 
of Israel during this war, much of the 
chapter reveals that northern Israel is 
in great distress as the war rages on. 

We could be on the threshold of this 
cataclysmic war; we are hearing 
warnings from many sources. This war 
could trigger the whole end time 
scenario of events! It could be a war 
that would bring unprecedented fear 
and turmoil to the world.  At this 
moment the world seems to be on the 
edge of a great financial meltdown. 
America seems to be in jeopardy of an 
economic collapse. All of these things 
could happen in rapid fire succession!  

They could well prepare the world for 
two major events.    

1. The rise of Antichrist The rise of Antichrist The rise of Antichrist The rise of Antichrist ––––    The world 
could be in chaos and turmoil and 
desperate for answers! The miracle 
working, charismatic, clever, 
deceiver will explode on the scene. 
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The world will throw open her arms 
to receive him.   

2. The Peace TreatyThe Peace TreatyThe Peace TreatyThe Peace Treaty ––––    The war we have 
discussed could be raging and hard 
to stop. The exchange of nuclear 
weapons would create a great desire 
for peace! This war will bring great 
destruction upon the Palestinians, 
Hezbollah, Hamas and Syria (Ezekiel 
36:5 – Psalm 83:12:17 – Isaiah 
17:12-14). Their defeat will deplete 
Arab demands for a settlement and 
Israel will be ready for peace. The 
Peace Treaty which is now 
impossible will then be implemented 
by Antichrist. 

Antichrist will deceive Israel, he will 
deceive the world and he will deceive 
Christendom. If this scenario is about to 
unfold, as seems possible, the trumpet 
is then soon to sound! 

Noah preached for 119 years, he 
warned of coming judgment, no doubt 
after all those years the world was 
laughing at him. Noah, your an old fool, 
you have been saying the same thing 
for nearly 120 years, and there is no 
judgment in sight. I have been saying 
for many years the coming of the Lord 
is near at hand and he has not come.  
One day as Noah preached and the 
world laughed, the sky began to darken 
and the clouds came, the door of the 

ark was shut and it was forever too 
late!  

Are you ready for the Rapture of the 
Church? Or will you be plunged into the 
Day of God’s wrath on an unbelieving 
world. Jesus said, “Except ye repent, ye 
shall all likewise perish”. He also said, 
“He that believeth on the Son hath 
everlasting life: and he that believeth 
not the Son shall not see life; but the 
wrath of God abideth on him” John 
3:36.  In the most wonderful message 
Jesus ever gave He said, “But as many 
as received him, to them gave he 
power to become the sons of God, even 
to them that believe on his name”  

John 1:12.                               Art Sadlier 
 

War on the Horizon 
    Art SadlierArt SadlierArt SadlierArt Sadlier    

Retired Major General Paul E. Vallely 
has revealed sobering information 
regarding possible chemical and 
nuclear weapon activity by Iran and 
Hezbollah. According to the General, 
Iran is planning a pre-emptive attack 
against Israel through its military proxy 
Hezbollah.  

                                                                                                                    
Chemical AttackChemical AttackChemical AttackChemical Attack    

The General said, "Just in 
the last week, we have 
very definitive and 

confirmed information that Iran is 
planning a pre-emptive attack against 
Israel, the other event we have just 
uncovered is that a submarine docked 
in Beirut a little over a week ago; off-
loaders had gas masks on and hazmat 
gear, indicating, to me, that some sort 
of chemical weapons were being off-
loaded from the submarine to the 
control of Hezbollah.”  This news came 
as Israel is in the process of issuing gas 
masks to all of its citizens. The General 
went on to say, “That's why I call the 
summer of 2010 the tipping point for 
the Middle East." He added,    ““““conflicts 
this summer may drastically change 
our world.”.”.”.” 

Missile AttacksMissile AttacksMissile AttacksMissile Attacks 

In another development, 
evidence from satellite 
photos revealed a Hezbollah 
run base in Syria where long 

range missiles are received and 
prepared for transfer to southern 
Lebanon. The report went on to say that 
Israel had planned to bomb one of 
these convoys. The strike was called off 
when US pressure was applied to 
prevent the attack. The US shows total 
disregard for Israel’s security as it 
continues the process of a failed 
diplomacy.  

Israel has responded with a note to 
Syria stating that Hezbollah is 
considered by Israel as a part of the 
Syrian army. It went on to say that any 
missile attack by Hezbollah would 
result in retaliation against Syria. 

The Enemy WithinThe Enemy WithinThe Enemy WithinThe Enemy Within 

Another potential problem 
for Israel is the Security force 
that the US has trained to act 

as a police force for the Palestinians. 
This is a highly trained fighting force 
that would probably turn against Israel 
in the coming war. This would be the 
enemy within, with Hamas from the 
South, Syria from East and Hezbollah 
from the north. 

We see preparations on the Israeli side 
of the border, massive war 
preparedness drills, the distribution of 
gas masks and the plans to evacuate 
up to 500,000 Israelis to the West 
Bank (Judea & Samaria) for safety from 
missile attacks. 

The Nuclear FactorThe Nuclear FactorThe Nuclear FactorThe Nuclear Factor 

 Gen. Vallely has stated                                                              
that he believes Iran already 
has a nuclear weapon and 

that they are now devising a way to 
mate it to a missile. In a report from 
the UN we see the potential for Syria to 
have, even now a nuclear weapon. The 
report says, Pyongyang continue to 
provide missiles, components to Iran as 
well as aiding Syria's nuclear 
aspirations, despite UN sanctions.... 

The Israeli PerspectiveThe Israeli PerspectiveThe Israeli PerspectiveThe Israeli Perspective 

The magnitude of this coming war was 
emphasized by Industry, Trade and 
Labour Minister Binyamin Ben-Eliezer, 
he stated, "The next war will be a war of 
mega-terror and missiles." 

An Israeli military official said Sunday 
that northern Israel has not witnessed 
such a calm period since Israel was 
founded; apparently this is a known 
Hezbollah tactic, calm before the 
storm. He affirmed that the IDF was 
able to face battle simultaneously on 
the Syrian, Lebanese and Gaza fronts. 
The statement came during Israel's 
initiation of a five-day homeland 
missile defence exercise ‘Turning-Point 
IV’, the biggest military manoeuvre in 
its history, aimed at testing Israel's 
capability to face a large number of 
rockets on Israeli towns. 

We believe that we are witnessing the 
preparations for the war described in 
Psalm 83, Isaiah 17 and Ezekiel 35-36. 
If this assessment is correct? We could 
shortly see whole end time scenario 
begin to rapidly unfold! At some point 
along the way, the trumpet will sound, 
and we will be forever in our Lord’s 
presence, to be with Him and to be like 
Him!  Think on that.  
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The Coming Day of the Lord 

Jeremiah preached as the Old Testament Day of the Lord was about to break upon Israel. We live in an hour when the 
final Great Day of the Lord is about to break upon our world. The Lord gave Jeremiah an exhortation which was fitting 

for his day as well as for the present hour.  “.. seekest thou great things for thyself? Seek them not: For behold I will 
bring evil upon all flesh, saith the Lord.” As we stand on the threshold of the catastrophic tribulation period, the 

destruction of the world as we presently know it is at hand! If there was ever a time to lose ourselves in the will and 
purpose of God, it is now. It is time to get our heart set on the Lord and off of ourselves. 

������������������������������������������ 
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No Peace in Sight in the 

Present Situation 

Palestinian leader Mahmoud 
Abbas has stated that he does 
not plan to hold direct 
negotiations with Israel until 
Israel has agreed to return the 
West Bank for a Palestinian 
State with Jerusalem as its 
capital. He also stated that all 
Jews living in the Judea and 
Samaria be forcibly removed 
from their towns and that 
millions of Palestinian refugees 
be granted Israel citizenship 
and be allowed to return to 
Israel proper. Such a scenario 
would be the end of the Jewish 
State. 

When the cover is pulled back, 
the reality is that the 
Palestinians do not want a 
Palestinian State, what they 
really want is to remove Israel 
from the Mid-East altogether. 
There cannot be, and will not 
be a settlement between Israel 
and the Palestinians. 

If we are living in the last days 
of the last days, and we are, 
there will be a peace treaty 
signed, a treaty that will divide 
the land of Israel and give a 
temporary peace to Israel and 
the world. Scripture clearly 
teaches such a scenario, and it 
also teaches that the Temple 
will be rebuilt and the worship 
restored. Under the present 
situation that scenario is 
absolutely impossible.  

There seems to be only one 
scenario in which God’s Word 
could be fulfilled. That 
scenario is the removal of the 
Palestinians, Hamas, Hezbollah 
and Syria from the scene along 
with the temporary humbling 
of Iran. That is exactly the 
picture we have in the war of 
Psalm 83. The outcome of that 
war is the destruction of these 
enemies of Israel, see Ezekiel 
chapter 35, Psalm 83: 12-17, 
and Isaiah 17. 

Are we standing on the cusp of 
this scenario?      Art Sadlier 
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Netanyahu in Canada, 'Thank You 
for Standing Up for Truth' 
Arutz Sheva - Maayana Miskin 

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu 
addressed a pro-Israel crowd Sunday 
at the United Jewish Appeal's annual 
Walk for Israel in Toronto. “Thank you 
for standing up for truth... Thank you 
for standing up for Israel,” he told his 
audience. 
 
Arab Stores Burned for Selling to 
Jews                              Israel Today 

Two Palestinian Arab shops in the 
Judean town of Hebron were burned 
down Friday night following 
accusations that they had sold to local 
Jews. 
 
Air Force Strikes More Terror 
Tunnels After Continuing Attacks 
Arutz Sheva - Tzvi Ben Gedalyahu 

The Israeli Air Force bombed a 
weapons manufacturing site and a 
terror tunnel Friday night following 
further Hamas rocket attacks on the 
Western Negev 
  
'Israeli Subs With Nukes in Gulf' 
Jpost 

Israel is planning to permanently 
station a submarine carrying nuclear 
cruise missiles in the Persian Gulf, the 
Sunday Times reported on Sunday. 
Israeli submarines have visited the 
Gulf before, but the decision has now 
been taken to ensure a permanent 
presence of at least one of the 
vessels. 
  
'Netanyahu not a Real Peace 
Partner'                          Jpost 

Abbas: We are negotiating with the 
US, not Israel. The Palestinian 
Authority considers the US 
Administration, and not Israel, as its 
peace partner, PA President Mahmoud 
Abbas was quoted as saying over the 
weekend. 
  
UN Report: Iran, Syria Receiving 
North Korea Nuclear Technology 
Haaretz.com 

Report says Pyongyang continue to 
provide missiles, components to Iran 
as well as aiding Syria's nuclear effort 
despite UN sanctions. 
  
Report: U.S. Stopped Israel from 
Targeting Hezbollah Missile 
Shipment  Israel Today 

The London Times on Thursday 
reported on evidence it was shown 

revealing the existence of Hezbollah-
run military bases in Syria where long-
range surface-to-surface missiles are 
received and prepared for shipment to 
southern Lebanon. 
Security sources told the newspaper 
that several of the arms depots exist, 
and are being supplied either directly 
by Syria or by Iran. 
According to the report, Israeli forces 
were planning to bomb one of the 
missile convoys as it entered 
Lebanon, but called off the strike at 
the last minute as a result of US 
pressure. Disregarding Israeli security, 
Washington has insisted that 
Jerusalem continue to let failed 
diplomacy lead the way. 
  
Israel Contingency Plan Would 
Use West Bank As Wartime 
Refuge for Up to 500,000 
World Tribune.com 

JERUSALEM — The Jewish community 
in the West Bank plans to host up to 
500,000 Israelis in the event of a 
future regional war. 
  
Ben - Eliezer: 'Next War will be 
War of Mega Terror'                                       
YnetNews 
Industry, Trade and Labor Minister 
Binyamin Ben-Eliezer visited the 
operations room that was set up at 
the Tel Aviv Municipality as part of the 
nationwide home front drill, "Turning 
Point 4". The minister said, "We do 
not seek war, but we must be 
prepared for any scenario." He added, 
"The next war will be a war of mega-
terror and missiles." 
  
Israel Simulates Massive Arab 
Missile Attack 
Daily NewsIsrael Today 

Israel's defense establishment on 
Sunday launched "Turning Point 4," a 
five-day nationwide drill simulating a 
massive Arab and Iranian missile 
assault against the Jewish state. 
  
Syria Has 1,000 Ballistic Missiles 
Zeroed on Israeli Targets 
Daily Newsdebka.com 

A colossal Iran-funded and directed 
armament program has enabled Syria 
to field 1,000 ballistic missiles and 
Hezbollah a 1,000 rockets - all pointed 
at specific Israeli military and civilian 
locations, including the densely 
populated conurbation around Tel 
Aviv

 


